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Ending Zoning's Racist Legacy



Part 1 Planning and Race – The Fundamentals
Part 2 Beyond Amendments (Actions to Address/ Undo Harms)
Part 3 Emerging Strategies
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This began as a discussion 
with my daughter and a social 
media post that went viral



After years of advocating for affordable 

housing and fair housing, I realized that 

practitioners in the field often engaged 

in collective silence about the origin 

story of urban planning.



“”It holds that municipalities can by zoning 
regulations see that the right sort of buildings 
are put in the right places and the wrong sort 
excluded from inappropriate places… It will be 
seen from the foregoing that the National 
Conference on City Planning was not only an 
observer, but took a helpful part in the shaping 
of the entire growth of zoning from its 
inception…to the final overwhelming victory…”

National Conference on City Planning paper, 1926



Prominent planners created 
explicitly racial zoning plans 
intended to segregate black 
residential areas. 

This early planning work also shaped 
early capital improvements and the 
beginning of how public resources 
were dispersed.



The Home Owners Loan Corporation 
maps were the federal government’s 
answer to how to assess risky versus 
preferred investments largely based on 
race and geography: redlining.

Exclusionary planning and 
zoning was largely aided 
by federal dollars.

Home Owners’ Loan Corporation
map of Greater Boston1938. 

National Archives and Records Administration, 
Mapping Inequality



- Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA)
- Redlining
- Public housing 
developed

THE NEW DEAL
1934

Beginning of Veterans 
Administration
Adopted FHA 
standards and racially 
restrictive covenants

THE GI BILL
1944

Urban Renewal
“Slums” “blight” written 
into law and still 
characterized as such 
today

THE HOUSING ACT
1954

Underwrote White flight, 
destroyed immigrant 
and Black 
neighborhoods, 
displacing people and 
businesses

THE FEDERAL 
HIGHWAY ACT/ 

URBAN RENEWAL
1954 & 1956



These segregationist planning policies were 
racist and exclusionary with a similar effect to 
outright racial exclusion.

The recipe for exclusion = 
federal dollars for urban renewal + 
discriminatory lending + 
blockbusting + 
exclusionary land use practices



Prohibited discrimination in 
housing, designated protected 
classes, affirmatively furthering 
fair housing, tied to federal 
funding

THE FAIR HOUSING ACT
1968

Prohibited discrimination on the 
basis of race, color, religion, sex or 
national origin.
Strengthened enforcement of 
voting rights and school 
desegregation.

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
1964



Housing 
discrimination 
still exists



Racial equity means engaging 
with and listening to 
communities, before 
implementing policy changes, 
including zoning amendments:

• Structural Equity
• Procedural Equity
• Distributional Equity
• Transgenerational Equity



Planners can start by:

• Acknowledging our history

• Providing training

• Codifying equity and 
engagement practices

• Funding deep planning and 
engagement

• Combating coded language



Planners can then:

• Amend status quo zoning

• Work regionally

• Move toward transformative 
change while remaining 
accountable



Incorporating fair housing and equity into or 
into review of future zoning ordinances and 
bylaws

Consideration of other tools to address equity 
in zoning
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City of Boston

Project review incorporates and analyzes data 
to determine project impact on multiple issues 
in relation to the city’s Assessment of Fair 
Housing.

Incorporate specific measures and benchmarks 
to measure both impact and outcomes.
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City of Boston

Project review incorporates and analyzes data 
to determine project impact on multiple issues 
in relation to the city’s Assessment of Fair 
Housing.

Incorporate specific measures and benchmarks 
to measure both impact and outcomes.
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City of Boston

Review process driven by equitable, 
collaborative process emerging from Boston 
Interagency Fair Housing Development 
Committee

Demonstrate commitment to fair housing and 
equitable process to improve equity outcomes
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City of Louisville

Goal: Undo past harms from land development 
code

Focused on housing options and codification of 
processes and practices, including notification 
of meetings and hearings
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City of Louisville

Assessment and identification of barriers that 
disproportionately impact BIPOC communities

Focused on eliminating detrimental land uses 
in residential neighborhoods, improving 
regulatory framework, allowing amenities that 
are currently banned which have a deleterious 
impact on BIPOC communities and people who 
make lower-incomes
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Town of Arlington

Housing Production Plan implementation
- Proposed density bonus and changes to 

inclusionary zoning bylaw
- Working with community development 

corporation on affordable housing 
developments
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Town of Arlington

Proposed density bonus and changes to 
inclusionary zoning bylaw
- Emerged from year-long study of higher-

density residential zoning districts
- Study highlighted re/development barriers 

and proposed zoning amendments
- Political process transformed original 

proposal in a matter of weeks
- Illustrated inequitable process and 

disconnect on benefits of re/development
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Town of Arlington

Working with community development 
corporation on affordable housing 
developments
- Development process illustrated challenge 

of balancing neighborhood input and 
feedback with needs of future residents

- Process illustrated importance of 
community organizing and need to hear 
different voices at community meetings
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Overarching Action Plan Goal to develop 
recommendations that serve as the basis for 

affirmatively furthering fair housing by reducing patterns 
of segregation, mitigating displacement, addressing 

disproportionate housing needs, and increasing access to 
opportunity for members of protected classes.



“Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing means taking proactive 
steps beyond simply combating discrimination to foster more 
inclusive communities…More specifically, it means taking 
steps proactively to address significant disparities in access to 
community assets, to overcome segregated living patterns 
and support and promote integrated communities, to end 
racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty, and to 
foster and maintain compliance with civil rights and fair 
housing laws.” 



• Zoning + planning imprint
• Restrictive covenants and 

redlining
• Opposition to apartments 

and downzoning
• Gentrification/ loss of 

economic diversity
• Reported discrimination



Community 
Demographics

Governance

Legacy of 
Exclusionary 

Past

Constrained/ 
Inadequate 

Public/ Nonprofit 
Resources

High-Cost Market/
Lack of 

Affordability

Fair Housing 
Education and 
Enforcement



Project-based and 
policy-based 
“…arguments that can 
lead to anti-
development 
outcomes in Arlington 
are typically framed in 
non-housing terms, 
with the focus put on 
density, neighborhood 
character, green 
space, tree cover, and 
more. Opposition is 
often framed as 
occurring despite the 
opposition’s support 
for housing generally.”



1. Increase awareness, education, enforcement of Fair Housing laws
2. Amend Town governance structures and processes
3. Reform Zoning Bylaw to encourage development to increase Fair Housing 

choice
4. Use non-zoning techniques to encourage development to increase Fair 

Housing choice
5. Use Town resources to create opportunities to meet housing needs
6. Amend Arlington Housing Authority policy to increase Fair Housing choice
7. Protect tenants in protected classes from displacement
8. Encourage access to private housing by protected classes



• Arlington Town Meeting warrant article advanced Action Plan 
recommendation

• Developing connections between fair housing and affordable housing and 
housing production

• Emphasizing fair housing law and legal framework to land use boards

• Incorporating conditions in decisions that ensure fair housing outcomes



• Beginning work with Arlington Human Rights Commission on plan 
recommendations, including clear process for filing complaints

• Opening discussions that will help with the Town’s Racial Equity Audit 
led by the DEI Director



• Sustain opportunities for 
community to engage in 
planning decision-making 
processes

• Build multi-faceted 
partnerships, deepen 
engagement

• Balance inquiry with 
advocacy

• Center equity in all work



Identify the gaps in your own understanding 
of planning history, educate others in your 
community, and work towards change.



• APA Learn https://www.planning.org/apalearn/

• AICP Code of Ethics https://www.planning.org/ethics/ethicscode/

• Planners Advocacy Network https://www.planning.org/advocacy/

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) certificate/ training programs

https://www.planning.org/apalearn/
https://www.planning.org/ethics/ethicscode/
https://www.planning.org/advocacy/
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